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vSummary
To interconnect the micro grid (MG) with electric power system (EPS),
power electronic converters play vital roles. As a set of parallel connected mod-
ular converters, Power Electronics Building Block (PEBB), owns advantages in
power capability, efficiency for high current application and merits such as reliabil-
ity, redundancy for low cost maintenance and upgrade. Thermal management is
a critical problem in the PEBB design procedure, where the power losses distribu-
tion and heat generated in the modules dramatically increase with the increasing
of the switching frequency.
The aim of the thesis is to build a dynamic electro-thermal model, includ-
ing temperature dependent power loss calculation and a comprehensive thermal
model. The focus is to develop the theoretical framework and supporting tool for
modeling, analysis and simulation (MAS) of the PEBB dynamic electro-thermal
model. This model is proved to possess the accuracy of Finite Element Method
(FEM) and also makes use of the convenience of resistor capacitor (RC) network
vi
considering the easy coupling with electric circuit.
Power losses modeling of semiconductor devices has firstly been analyzed.
The accurate power losses model can help in evaluating the efficiency of different
converter topologies and thus help to select the switching devices and suitable
converter topology.
Based on the above power losses modeling, a dynamic electro-thermal method-
ology has then been proposed and an iterative algorithm has also been proposed
to implement the dynamic electro-thermal modeling in PEBB applications. To
achieve requirements for the modeling, an improved power loss distribution with
temperature dependent self-improvement ability and an effective RC thermal
modeling have been respectively proposed to implement the modeling. The ther-
mal model can provide junction temperature predictions not only in normal op-
eration conditions, especially under high current condition, but also in different
short circuit conditions. The associated thermal analysis procedure can also be
used to estimate power cycle of the semiconductor devices and help to improve
the life time of the devices. The proposed dynamic electro-thermal model is play-
ing vital roles in the design and simulation of PEBB systems, requiring thermal
control and efficiency improvement.
The dynamic electro-thermal model developed in this thesis can be used
in many applications, which is especially applied in an intelligently scheduled
vii
PEBBs parallel operation system connected in micro grid. The simulation and
analysis is addressed to two types of operation circumstances, including normal
operation and over loading operation. The results well prove the significance and
effectiveness of the dynamic electro-thermal modeling for the intelligent opera-
tions of PEBBs in distribution energy resources.
All modeling methodologies, analysis, and simulation algorithms proposed
and realized, using MATLAB/ Simulink and multi physics software COMSOL,
throughout the course of development have been thoroughly verified together
with Manufacture datasheets or IEEE Standards.
viii
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Introduction
As a special distribution generation (DG) system, micro grid (MG) posses
both the inherited advantages of a DG system and its own advantages, such as
the larger power capacity, more control flexibilities to fulfill system reliability and
power quality requirements.
To interconnect the micro grid to electric power system (EPS), power elec-
tronic converter plays a vital role. A set of parallel connected modular converters,
compared to a single high power converter, owns advantages in power capability,
efficiency for high current application and merits such as reliability, redundancy
for low cost maintenance and upgrade. Moreover, it can allow for a better asset
management. Power Electronics Building Block (PEBB) is such a set of power
converter modules with both networking and stand-alone functionality to provide
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a uniform approach to implement the paralleled modular power converters.
Thermal management has always been critical in the power electronic con-
verters design procedure. The development trend of power converter modules
is pursuing high power density. A viable solution is to increase the switching
frequency so as to decrease the size and volume of power converter modules. As
for PEBB, the same issue should be also investigated. Furthermore, during the
PEBB design process, the resulting higher power density exposes to the power
package to high thermal constraints or even failures as a consequence of thermal
fatigue. The power electronic converters face the specific problems that the power
losses distribution and heat generated in the modules dramatically increase with
the increasing of the switching frequency. The PEBBs are in high demand for
safe interfacing to the grid with high efficiency as basic requirements.
The background and the motivation of the research topic are presented in
Section 1.1 and the problems formulation is defined in Section 1.2. The literature
reviews regarding to the problem statement will be covered in Section 1.3. The
main contributions and the organization of the thesis are respectively described
in Section 1.4 and Section 1.5.
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1.1 Research Background and Motivation
The concept of micro grid is originally proposed in [6] as a cluster of loads
and micro-sources operating under a unified controller within a certain local area.
One special micro grid structure as shown in Fig. 1.1 clearly reflects the nature
of micro grid concept. Thus, it is flexible to fulfill system reliability and power
quality requirements without communication or custom engineering for each site,




































Figure 1.1: An Example of Micro Grid Configuration.
There are two modes for the operation of MGs, namely grid-connected mode
and islanding mode. In grid-connected mode operation, the MG is connected to
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the utility, and the DG system in the micro grid provides power for the nearby
loads and, if capacity of the MG permits, the non critical loads at the point of
common coupling (PCC). As a consequence of this, the burden of power gener-
ation and delivery of the utility system can be shared and the power losses on
the feeder can be reduced. When there is an interruption in the utility system,
the static transfer switch (STS) opens to isolate the MG and utility system, and
thus the MG is disconnected from the utility as fast as possible. It then operates
in islanded mode supplying all the local loads. Subsequently, when the fault is
cleared, the MG will have to be re-synchronized with the utility grid before the
STS can be re-closed to return the system smoothly back to the grid-connected
mode of operation.
Electrical power industry is evolving through use of information and commu-
nications technology (ICT), integration of Distributed Energy Resources (DER)
and new services. This evolution is being terms as ”Smart Grids”. The objective
of constructing a smart grid is to provide reliable, high quality electric power
to digital societies in an environmentally friendly and sustainable way. One of
most important futures is the advanced structure which can facilitate the con-
nections of various AC and DC generation systems, energy storage options, and
various AC and DC loads with the optimal asset utilization and operation effi-
ciency. To achieve those goals, power electronics converters are becoming ever
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more important.
To reduce processes of multiple reverse conversions in an individual AC or
DC grid and to facilitate the connection of various renewable AC and DC sources
and loads to EPS, the concept of a hybrid MG has been proposed. [7] Fig. 1.2
shows a conceptual system configuration where various AC and DC sources and





















Figure 1.2: Conceptual Structure of Hybrid MG with Paralleled PEBBs System.
With the potential of being used in a wider variety of applications in indus-
try (e.g., HVDC, DG, and energy storage), the PEBB was originally driven by
the need of the U.S. Navy to achieve lower purchase cost and life-cycle costs [9].
It is actually a design concept of building a large power processing system using
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relatively small number of standardized and modularized units. Fig. 1.3 shows































Figure 1.3: One Example of PEBB Application System.
It consists of modularized power electronic components with controller and
with advanced sensing and protection capability. In very large systems, the idea
is to extend these concepts to enable plug and play architectures. Power modules
would be plugged into their applications and operational settings made automat-
ically. The application knows what is plugged into it, who made it, and how
to operate with it. Each power module maintains its own safe operating lim-
its. Fig. 1.4 illustrates the main points of the PEBB concepts [11]. By adding
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additional integrated control and making use of the sensing capability, the mod-
ules can take on a certain abstraction, take generic input signals and perform a
given function. Since the concept of PEBB is to offer a methodology by which
large-scale systems can be constructed from a basic set of power electronic com-
ponents, the devices would be very versatile in functionality without requiring
complex hardware reconfiguration. Aside from the reduction in production costs
due to standardized components, the benefits to the end users are substantial,










PEBB are a set of blocks that:
I/O
I/O
CONTROL Makes the electrical 
conversion needed via 
software programming...
Figure 1.4: Illustration of PEBB Concept.
As a set of standardized, generic power electronic converters that could be
easily and systematically connected to perform a certain function would be bene-
ficial to both producers and end users, these generic converters would be designed
to function together or individually, and capable of performing an assortment of
related functions with minimal hardware alteration. They also provide function-
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ality with as low overhead design cost as possible. Furthermore, for high power
electronic applications, modular converters will greatly reduce the engineering de-
velopment cost. PEBB thus could be easily reconfigured to various applications.
In future, with digital control networks, a given configuration of PEBBs
could have its control algorithms changed in the field to produce many different
system functions. The resultant topology and possible functions of a converter
will be dependent on the control implemented and the time-dependant system
coupling.
Since the development trend of power converter modules is pursing high
power density, a viable solution is to increase the switching frequency so as to
decrease the size and volume of power converter modules [12]. However, during
the PEBB design process, the resulting higher power density exposes the power
package to high thermal constraints or even failures as a consequence of thermal
fatigue. The converters face the problems that the power loss distribution and
heat generated in the modules dramatically increase with the increasing of the
switching frequency. Thus, the two issues will be studied in this thesis. Further-
more, since the reliability of power modules in PEBB strongly depends on the




According to the above discussions, the problems solved in this research is
clarified as follows,
• The first problem is regarding to the converter topology selection for the
PEBB. The evaluation of the power loss distribution would determine the
best choice of the converter topology. No matter the optimal design goal
is to minimize the size, the losses, or combination of them, the converter
topology selection for PEBB applications would always rely on reliable ac-
curate loss models for the system under a variety of operating conditions.
Furthermore, an accurate power loss calculation fulfilling the requirements
and the after dynamic electro-thermal modeling are of great relationship.
Furthermore, accurate power loss calculation forms the basis of dynamic
electro-thermal modeling.
• The second critical problem is regarding to the package issue, in which
thermal design is one of the most crucial problem. Systems design guidelines
and reliability issues increasingly put emphasis on the thermal analysis.
According to [14], nearly 60% of failures are temperature-induced and for
every ten degree temperature rise in operating environment the failure rate
nearly doubles. For designing reliable PEBB systems, it is essential to
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further explore the thermal issues.
• The third problem is related to the application of PEBB in Hybrid micro
grid. The application of PEBB in hybrid micro grid is to connect many
PEBB modules onto the AC or DC bus, group them together as a sub-
system, and program the subsystem to perform a certain power conversion
between different loads and sources. Since PEBB can be packaged and par-
alleled to increase system power level and the current carrying capability
or reduce the input current and output voltage ripple, the connection of
the individual PEBB to the micro grid has many considerations, such as
the parallel operation of the PEBB. Thus the main problem here is to how
to optimize the parallel PEBBs operation in connecting with the Hybrid
micro grid.
1.3 Literature Review
As explained in the above defined problems, to fulfill the dynamical schedul-
ing of the power sharing between different PEBB converters with the goal of op-
timizing the system efficiency and improving the thermal capability, we need to
study power losses calculation and thermal analysis.
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1.3.1 Power Losses Calculations
Before building a suitable thermal model, the power loss distribution, the
main reason to induce the thermal problem, must be evaluated firstly.
The primary semiconductor devices used in the PEBB systems are IGBTs
and Diodes. The system operation will have power dissipation generated from
the devices. No matter the design goal is to minimize the size, the losses, or
a combination of them, calculation of power losses is critical. These real power
electronic semiconductor devices don’t have the characteristics of ideal switches,
which have zero power consumptions, and hence dissipate power in applications.
Power losses in the power electronic converters mainly consist of the conduction
losses and switching losses.
Various publications provide solutions for evaluating the power losses of
semiconductor devices.
Present methods of computing power losses can be classified as measurement
based methods [15] and using behavior model based methods.
One main method is using the manufacturers’ datasheet to calculate the
power losses. In the case that both the operating current and applied DC bus
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voltage are constant, the loss calculation can be carried out according to the
energy curve on the data sheet [15]. Taking the Fig. 1.5 from Mitsubishi’s data
sheet of CM1000HA-24H as an example, since the energy curve is given under
the worst case (Tj = 125
◦C), the switching losses can be roughly evaluated in
(1.1).

































Figure 1.5: Switching Energy Curve of CM1000HA-24H.
Pswitching = fs · (Eon + Eoff ) (1.1)
It is reported that the switching losses generated during one sine half-wave
are identical to the switching losses generated if an equivalent direct current is
applied [16]-[19]. However, the method used for power losses calculation is not a
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complete and general solution. This may not be suitable for loss determination for
the general PEBB application system, since the manufacturers offer the energy
curves only in special cases.
One possible solution to determine the distributed power losses is to measure
the switching behavior of the converter circuit. But the solution needs compli-
cated calculations, which is actually a verification process rather than a predictive
solution.
Sibylle. D and S. Bernet evaluated the power losses distribution using em-




(A0 +B0 · ic + C0 · ic2) (1.2)
where, A0, B0 and C0 are devices specific constants and have different values
for turn-on and turn-off losses. Eswitch is measured at specific DC voltage Vbase,
then the power losses distribution is linearly scaled with the blocking Vc.
From [20], the loss calculation considers the rated values specified in datasheet,
neglecting the difference between the practical values and the rated values.
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1.3.2 Thermal Analysis
Power losses work as a heat source inside the module. Since the semiconduc-
tor devices are temperature-dependent, the component’s properties will degrade
with the increased temperature, which is attributed to the reduction of the carrier
mobility with increased temperature. [21]
If too much power is dissipated, a high junction temperature will be pro-
duced, which will cause failures of the components. In order to avoid destruction
of the components, the junction temperature Tj must be kept in safe operating
area (SOA). As for the long-term reliability, it is still not enough. When PEBB
converters is operating to fulfill the connection of micro grids with electric power
system, load changing happens frequently with external conditions. The variation
is accompanied with the power losses fluctuation, and so does to the temperature
of the semiconductor device.
According to [13], the maximum change of junction temperature ∆Tj of
semiconductor devices is a key factor leading to failure of the devices. Mechanical
failures happen when semiconductor devices experience enough thermal cycles.
So it is essential to measure and control the maximum junction temperature value
Tj max and minimal value Tj min.
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However, it is impossible to set any thermal sensor into power semiconduc-
tor devices directly. Practically, the method used to obtain the temperature of
power devices is to measure the external temperature such as copper base of the
devices or the connected heat sink via infra-red camera, and then the junction
temperature Tj can be roughly estimated. This measured external temperature
is only an average temperature value Tm. The measured temperature of the com-
ponent surface is different from the temperature of the active zone, which is of
interest to us. Thus, the prediction of instantaneous junction temperature Tj(t)
is critical, which helps us to analyze converters’ optimal operation, long-term
reliability, and asset management, etc.
• Heat Transfer Principles.
The understanding of thermal transfer mechanism in PEBB is the basis for
practical thermal analysis consideration.
Generally, there are three basic heat transfer mechanisms: conduction, con-
vection and radiation. [22] For conduction transfer, thermal energy is trans-
ferred through a stationary medium through the vibratory motion of atoms
and molecules. In convection transfer, thermal energy is transferred through
mass movement, e.g. gas or liquid, which is flowing around the heat gen-
erating object. In radiation transfer, the thermal energy is converted into
electro-magnetic radiation, which is then absorbed by the surrounding envi-
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ronment. In electronic packaging, radiation effects are seldom sufficient to
cause a noticeable temperature change. Therefore, conduction and convec-
tion are the main modes of heat transfer in power semiconductor modules
used in PEBB. In a medium where heat transfer is by lattice oscillations and
electrons, heat conduction is the main mechanism. Power losses occurring
because of the operation of a power semiconductor are finally conducted to
a heat sink surface.
For simplification, a one-dimensional (1D) structure of homogenous mate-





Figure 1.6: Illustration of One Dimensional Heat Transfer.
The time dependent temperature T is evenly distributed over a cross section
A (called isotherm) of a rod at a position x and the heat energy flow density
q (W/m2 ) is proportional to the negative local temperature gradient (1.3),
where, λth (W/(K ·m) ) is the thermal conductivity to describe the propor-
tional factor. The thermal power P (x) flowing into a finite volume element
δV = A · δx located at coordinate x will heat up δV and partially trans-
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ferred into the subsequent volume element located at (x+ δx) as shown in
(1.4). δm( kg ) denominates the mass of the volume element δV , ρ ( kg/m3
) specifies the material density, and c (Ws/(K ·kg) ) is the specific thermal
capacitance. The final result of the one dimension general heat conduction
equation is shown in (1.8) providing the fundamentals for heat conduction
process.
q(x) = −λth · ∂T
∂x
(1.3)
P (x)− P (x+ δx) = q(x) · A− q(x+ δx) · A (1.4)
q(x) · A− q(x+ δx) · A = c · δm · ∂T
∂t
(1.5)
c · δm · ∂T
∂t
















With solving of (1.8), the stationary and dynamic temperature distributions
inside semiconductor and heat sinks can be found.
To calculate the temperature time behavior and profile, an electrical equiv-
alent circuit of the thermal system could be defined. An existing electric





























For ideal transmission lines with no inductance (L′el = 0) and ideal isolation
between the two single lines (G′el = 0), (1.10) can be obtained. C
′
el (F/m)
and R′el (Ω/m) are the capacitance and resistance per unit length.
Equation (1.8) and (1.10) have the same structure. Kirchhoff stated that
“Two different forms of energy behave identically when basic differential
equations which describe them have the same form and initial and boundary
conditions are identical ” [23]. So the equivalences of thermal system and
electrical system can be used as described in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Equivalence between the Thermal Model and Electrical Model.
Thermal Variable Thermal Unit Electrical Variable Electrical Unit
Temperature, T K Voltage, U V
Heat Flow, P W Current, I A
Thermal Resistance, Rth K/W Resistance, R Ω
Thermal Capacitance, Cth Ws/K Capacitance C As/V
• Thermal Modeling.
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As for the thermal modeling, it is necessary to be able to simulate three
dimension heat diffusion through different layers of the device with varying
cross sectional areas. In addition to this, it is desirable to include the effects
of thermal coupling for the case where there are multiple heat sources. Ac-
cording to the literature survey, there are normally three types of thermal
analysis solutions: numerical analysis, thermal RC network, and commer-
cial software electro-thermal solutions.
– Numerical analysis.
Generally, a three-dimensional (3D) analysis has to be performed and
often fluid dynamics and radiation have to be considered. The com-
putational effort of a stationary thermal simulation is extremely high.
Due to the numerical stability problems, it is often difficult to start
the thermal simulation from a stationary operating point, which would
reduce the effect of large thermal time constants.
Most simulators are employing numerical solution techniques such as
Finite Element Methods (FEM) or Finite Difference Methods (FDM)
to do the thermal analysis. [24]-[28]
These simulators require a dense mesh to analyze complex structures
and then provide accurate results. Computational fluid dynamics is
used to solve governing equations. FDM is conceptually simple and
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easy to implement. The governing differential equations can be solved
approximating differentials. But the crucial limitation is that the in-
vestigated domain must be divided into rectilinear cells. In many prob-
lems, the boundary has to be approximated by a step like pattern. As
for the FEM, the domain can be divided into a number of simple ar-
eas of variable size. The field variable in the differential equation is
assumed to vary within the element according to a chosen interpola-
tion function. Compared with FDM, FEM is a better choice of the
numerical method for the analysis of heat transfer problems. [29]
These solutions provide high precision at the cost of complex analysis
and long computation time required to simulate realistic load cycles,
and also they cannot be integrated directly into the electric simula-
tions.
– Resistance-Capacitor (RC) Equivalent Network.
This equivalent RC electrical circuits as thermal modeling firstly stud-
ied by [30] are largely used because of their easy implementation in
circuit simulators in which most of the semiconductor device models
are implemented.
In practical applications, the network can be built based on the thermal
impedance curve provided by the semiconductor manufacturers as the
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tool to evaluate the peak junction temperature of the device. [15]
The curve is obtained from a convolution method, however it only con-
siders the typical operation conditions and does not include dissipated
power for pulse width in the order of few microseconds.
In [31], the equivalent RC thermal network, including thermal resis-
tance and heat capacity, provides a solution to integrate thermal model
with electric circuit model. It contributed to the fast calculation of
thermal calculations, however, it did not consider the temperature de-
pendence of the power loss distributions.
– Commercial Software Electro-thermal Solutions.
Direct coupling of a circuit and thermal simulator can be done easily
only in theory. Reference [32] and [33] proposed one solution to imple-
ment the relation between the electric circuit and thermal modeling.
The solution considered the power losses distribution to be a function
of the junction temperature obtained from the thermal model, and
thus forming a feedback loop. It is easy for calculation, however, the
solution neglected that the parameters of semiconductor devices are
temperature dependent values.
Converter design has traditionally used circuit simulators, such as
PSpice [34] [35], SABER [36], and PLECS [37] , which allow a wide
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range of electrical system modeling, including power systems, electro-
magnetics and thermal effects.
These previous attempts on electro-thermal simulation use compact
or physics-based device behavior models in conjunction with heatsink
mdoel. [34] [36] [38]. The IGBT electro-thermal model has three elec-
trical terminals (gate, collector, and emitter) and one thermal terminal
for the junction temperature. The electrical terminals are connected in
converters, and the thermal terminal is connected to suitable thermal
network component models and heat sink models. In order to couple
the electrical and thermal networks, the IGBT electro-thermal model
is based upon the physics behavior model. However, the accuracy of
switching behavior is rather poor. In any of these commercial simula-
tors, electro-thermal modeling of the power devices is an integral part
of the simulation.
Indeed, electro-thermal simulation is required for the optimization of PEBB
operation systems. This requires accurate, but not too complex electro-
thermal models of power semiconductors to be used easily and quickly in
commercially available power electronic circuit simulators.
In the literature on thermal analysis, different models are used with its
specific characteristics and placed in applications to meet the simulation
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objectives. To fulfil the optimum operation strategy from the temperature
control aspect, considering the special requirements on the load shifting or
changing, a thermal modeling methodology will be proposed later in Chap-
ter 3, combining the accuracy of FEM analysis and easy-coupling capability
of RC network, where the accuracy of FEM can be treated for large surges
of short time durations. This corresponds to the practical PEBB operation
situation dealing with the connection between micro grid and EPS.
1.4 Major Contributions
The original contributions, which have been achieved throughout the re-
search work, are highlighted as follows,
• Power loss distribution is needed to provide and estimate power losses in
terms of electrical operating conditions. Furthermore, though many factors
need to be balanced, power loss evaluation of a converter is viewed as a
critical factor in the selection of the converter topology.
In the thesis, the power losses modeling of semiconductor devices has firstly
been analyzed in single phase H-Bridge circuit (3L-HB) and then derived
to the 5L-HB with Coupled Inductor and Series Connected H-Bridge (5L-
SCHB) using analytical method. The accurate power losses model can help
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to evaluate the efficiency of different converter topologies and thus help to
select the switching devices and suitable converter topology. The power
losses distributed in the transformer is also analyzed in the case that some
converters need a transformer.
• Thermal management is a critical issue in PEBB design, since the most
convenient choice of the switching semiconductor devices and associated
heat sink are both strictly related to the basic requirement of keeping the
junction temperature below the maximum admissible value.
Based on the above power losses modeling, a dynamic electro-thermal method-
ology has then been proposed and an iterative algorithm has also been
proposed to implement the dynamic electro-thermal modeling in PEBB ap-
plications. To achieve requirements for the modeling, an improved power
loss distribution with temperature dependent self-improvement ability and
an effective RC thermal modeling have been respectively proposed to im-
plement the modeling. The associated thermal analysis procedure can also
be used to estimate power cycle of the semiconductor devices and help to
improve the life time of the devices. The proposed dynamic electro-thermal
model is playing vital roles in the design and simulation of PEBB systems,
requiring thermal control and efficiency improvement.
The whole system under this research is presented in Fig. 1.7 with consid-
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Figure 1.7: Design Scheme of PEBB-based Power Electronics System.
• For the PEBB application in hybrid micro grid, there are two possible
optimizing aspects, one of which is from the thermal issue and another one is
from the reliability issue. In the thesis, the dynamic electro-thermal model
is addressed to two different operation circumstances, normal scenario and
over load scenario. Analysis of the PEBB parallel operation in hybrid micro
grid is carried out to verify the significance of the PEBB dynamic electro-
thermal model in intelligent scheduled DER.
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1.5 Organization of the Thesis
Based on above descriptions, the thesis comprises five chapters organized
as follows,
• Chapter 1 introduces the background information on PEBB and micro grid,
describes the motivation of the research work, defines the problem formula-
tions, covers the literature review on the issues, and highlights the original
contributions documented in the thesis.
• Chapter 2 proposes an accurate power loss model to select suitable converter
topology for the PEBB after evaluating the efficiency of the converter.
• Chapter 3 proposes a dynamic electro-thermal methodology via reasonable
iterative algorithm for PEBB application. There are mainly two contribu-
tions. The first is an improved power loss modeling, which can improve
the models automatically with the change of the temperature. The sec-
ond is effective thermal models coupled with electrical models to provide a
fast temperature calculation. Results are eventually presented to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed modeling method in an PEBB application.
• Chapter 4 gives one PEBB application in hybrid micro grid, where the
optimization of parallel PEBBs in hybrid micro grid system. The discussion
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is based on the dynamic electrical-thermal modeling presented in Chapter
3. The modeling is proved to be helpful for the efficient PEBB application.
• Chapter 5 concludes research findings presented in the thesis, and suggests
some prospective research topics for future investigation.
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Chapter 2
Design of PEBB-based Power
Electronics System
To realize the Power Electronics Building Blocks (PEBB) structural’s func-
tional and spatial distribution partitioning, half bidge or H-Bridge converter are
commonly used as the basic structure. Complicated converters for PEBB can be
achieved by combinations of the basic building blocks. The objective of this chap-
ter is to evaluate the power losses using analytical method. Conduction loss as
well as switching loss are modeled based on semiconductor devices data sheet in-
formation, circuit current and voltage waveforms during all operating conditions.
The modeling benefits the prediction and further investigation of the power loss
distribution in other PEBB applications. The results can be used to select and
justify the most suitable converter topology for PEBB applications according to
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the loss distributions.
2.1 Introduction
Nowadays power converters are widely used in a lot of applications. The
need of satisfying the demand of a large range of electric power has brought to
the development of many converter configurations which comprehend multilevel
and multi-converter ones. Despite of the complexity of the existing power con-
verter topologies, modulation strategies and power converter configuration have
maintained a sort of normalization.
In particular a wide class of conversion systems is based on two level mod-
ules. The intrinsic modularity of this power component is aligned with the PEBB
concept, which allows to introduction of standardized power electronic compo-
nents and packaging techniques consisting of power semiconductor devices, power
integrated circuits, sensors and protection circuits for a wide range of power elec-
tronics applications.
The PEBB concept incorporates progressive integration of power devices,
gate drives, and other components into building blocks with defined functional-
ity and interfaces serving multiple applications resulting in reduced power losses,
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size, cost and engineering effort for the application and maintenance of power elec-
tronics systems. PEBB based power electronics products are now commercially
available from different sources. Aside from the reduction in production costs due
to standardized components, the benefits to the end users are substantial. The
determination of the power loss dissipation in PEBB applications is an important
problem. Because of the power loss dissipation, heat is generated, which should
be conducted away from the devices using some heat sink. Heat sink design is
important for PEBB and the prior loss evaluation is thus critical. The evaluation
of the power loss distribution would determine the best choice of the converter
topology. No matter the optimal design goal is to minimize the size, the losses,
or combination of them, the converter topology selection for PEBB applications
would always rely on reliable actuate loss models for the system under a variety
of operating conditions.
In this chapter, a comprehensive analytical method to analyze the power
loss of semiconductor devices for PEBB applications is proposed. The proposed
method is useful for investigating the converter circuits and it is easy to observe
the relationship between the losses and device parameters. The result can be
used for selecting suitable converter topology for PEBB applications.
This chapter is organized in five sections. The investigated converter topolo-
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gies are described in Section 2.2. The proposed comprehensive analytical method
is detailed in Section 2.3. Since transformer has always been applied in the
interfacing with EPS, the power losses distribution of the transformer is also im-
plemented in Section 2.3. The result discussions and the conclusions are done in
Section 2.4 and 2.5 respectively.
2.2 Investigated Converter Topologies in PEBB
Design
In the PEBB applications, H-Bridge is usually selected as the fundamental
structure. The scheme of H-Bridge is described in Fig. 2.1(a). Different combina-
tions of H-Bridge can be made to increase the number of voltage levels and thus
decrease the total harmonic distortion (THD) of the output current, such as the
converter topologies shown in Fig. 2.1(b) and 2.1(c).
The 5L-SCHB shown in Fig. 2.1(c) consists of a series connection of one stan-
dardized H-Bridge, and one dc link capacitor. The expense for the replacement
of a failed power cell is comparable to the basic H-Bridge in PEBB applications.
Using the typical pulse width modulation (PWM) control, the basic switch-
ing states of the semiconductor devices including IGBT and Diode are described
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(c) 5L-SCHB Converter.
Figure 2.1: Schemes of Converter Topologies for PEBB Applications.
in Table 2.1(a) and 2.1(b), respectively.
The commutations between the states determine the distribution of the
power losses. All commutations take place between four controlled switches
(IGBT) and four diodes. Even if more than eight devices turn on or off, only
the IGBTs or Diodes experience essential power losses.
Assuming the converter are working under specification listed in Table 2.2.
Then, the output waveforms of current and voltage of the converter are
shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Table 2.1: Basic Switching States in 5L-SCHB.
(a) Switching States of IGBTs.
States T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
1 on off off on on off off on
2 off on on off off on on off
(b) Switching States of Diodes.
States D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8
1 off on on off off on on off
2 on off off on on off off on
Table 2.2: Specifications for Converter Design.
Variable Symbol (Unit) Value
switching frequency fs (kHz) 10
modulation index M 0.8
power factor cosφ 0.8
output peak current iˆo (A) 200
DC side voltage VDC (V) 400
The 5L-HB converter with coupled inductor has a unique feature, which is
the insertion of a symmetrical split-wound coupled inductor between the upper
and lower switches in the inverter-legs. Their coupling direction as indicated by
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Figure 2.2: Output Current and Voltage of 5L-SCHB.
the dots in Fig. 2.1(b). In this converter topology, the switching states of the
power semiconductor switches are listed in Table 2.3(a) and 2.3(b).
With the same converter design specifications in Table 2.2, the output
voltage and current waveforms of 5L-HB with coupled inductor are shown in
Fig. 2.3(a) and 2.3(b).
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Table 2.3: Basic Switching States in 5L-HB with coupled inductor.
(a) Switching States of IGBTs.
States T1 T2 T3 T4
1 on off off on
2 off on on off
(b) Switching States of Diodes.
States D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8
1 off on on off off on on off
2 on off off on on off off on
2.3 Proposed Comprehensive Power Loss Cal-
culation Solution
2.3.1 Analytical Power Losses Distribution for Semicon-
ductor Devices
The determination of the power loss distribution in PEBB applications is
a potential problem. The power losses of semiconductor devices, which are com-
posed of conduction and switching losses are the dominating reason of the power
distribution in the converter design. They can generate a large amount of heat,
which should be conducted away from the devices using some heat-sink. Heat-
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(b) Output Voltage.
Figure 2.3: Output Current and Voltage of 5L-HB with Coupled Inductor.
sink design is important for PEBB and the prior loss evaluation is thus critical.
The evaluation of the power loss distribution would determine the best choice of
the converter topology. No matter the optimal design goal is to minimize the size,
the losses, or combination of them, the converter topology selection for PEBB
applications would always rely on reliable accurate loss models for the system
under a variety of operating conditions. Since H-bridge is the basic unit of the
above topologies, in this section, the power losses modeling is first analyzed in a
single phase 3L-HB converter as shown in Fig. 2.1(a).
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• Basic ideas and assumptions for power losses modeling
– For the following calculations, the semiconductor devices’ (IGBT and










































Figure 2.4: Piecewise Linearizing Characteristics of IGBT & Diode.
That means (2.1) is available for the modeling.
iC =

0 , VCE < VCEOVCE−VCEO
Ron igbt




0 , VF < VFOVF−VF O
Ron diode
, VF ≥ VFO.
(2.1b)
where, Ron igbt, VCEO, VCE and iC are conduction resistance, threshold
voltage, voltage and current through IGBT during conduction process
respectively. Ron diode, VFO, VF and iF are all for diode and have the
same meaning.
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– Different PWM control will reflect the conduction time and thus the
current flowing through the semiconductor devices, so they will cause
different power loss dissipation. This section only explores the power
losses in converters under the typical sinusoidal modulation, and mean-
while working under continuous current mode (CCM).
For the PWM control with this assumption, the modulation function







Figure 2.5: Scheme of Duty Ratio.
M(θ) = sin (θ + φ) ,M(θ) ∈ [−1, 1] . (2.2)
where, φ is the phase angle between the output current and voltage. If
the modulation index isM , the duty cycle D of IGBT can be expressed
as (2.3a). When the IGBT is turned off, the parallel diode will be
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[1 +M sin (θ + φ)] (2.3a)
1−D = 1
2
[1−M sin (θ + φ)] (2.3b)
– An important assumption is that the switching frequency should be
high enough. If the converter is operated under such conditions, during
each switching interval the current flowing through devices could be
viewed as constant, which is equal to the instantaneous current through
the load.
Since both the conduction loss and switching loss are related to the
characteristics of the semiconductor devices, the generic-switch switch-
























Figure 2.6: Switching Characteristics of IGBT and Diode.
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• Conduction Losses
The conduction loss is due to the conduction characteristics of the semi-
conductor devices and thus related to current through device and its DC
electrical characteristics, so it mainly depends on the modulation scheme
The conduction loss of IGBT Pcon igbt and diode Pcon diode can be calculated
respectively following the processes in (2.4) and (2.5).













i2C ·D · dθ (2.4c)
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iF · (1−D) · dθ (2.5b)





























− M cos φ
3π
) (2.5f)
where, IC ave and IC rms are the average and rms current for IGBT respec-
tively. IF ave and IF rms are for the diode. iˆo is the peak value of the output
sinusoidal current.
Since there are four IGBTs and Diodes respectively in H-Bridge, four times
the sum of Pcon igbt and Pcon diode gives the total conduction loss.
• Switching Losses
In power electronics, especially in high frequency, switching losses signifi-
cantly contributed to the total system losses. Therefore, omitting switching
loses in calculation or un-accurate estimation of switching loss might result
in large errors concerning the total losses.
From Fig. 2.6, the switching loss of semiconductor devices consists of turn-
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ing on loss, turning off losses, and reverse recovery losses. The switching
loss is related to the switching frequency, the current through the device and
its dynamic characteristics, especially the switching time. In converter with
high frequency, switching loss is main part of power losses, and therefore
the switching losses need to be known in detail as below.
Information on the practical curves and data values from semiconductor
devices manufacture’s data sheet are needed to describe the different real
current in the switching process. The switching characteristics of IGBT in
Fig. 2.6 is described as follows,
– Turning on interval t ∈ [t1, t2] :
During the turning on process with quite small rising time tr, the
current flowing through IGBT can be linearized as a function (2.6).
The voltage during this interval will keep the value as shown in (2.7).
The rise time mainly depends on the actual current through the device
and is thus related to the output current io. Two parameters a and b
are selected to describe the relation between the rated curve in data
sheet and practical curve. An approximation function could be given
in (2.8). With the switching frequency of fs, the IGBT turning on
power loss Pon igbt (2.10)could be derived via (2.9).
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ir =
io
t2 − t1 (t− t1) , t ∈ [t1, t2] (2.6)













Vrirtrdθ , t ∈ [t1, t2] (2.9)
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Figure 2.7: The Influence of the Induced a and b.
Let iˆo sin θ
ICN
be replaced by x as shown in (2.11), (2.13) can be derived
directly. From Fig. 2.7, it can be found that the modification of a and
b will influence the tr reasonably and thus influence Pon igbt. It can
help to find the details of the power losses distribution and also help
to find the worst case with the largest power losses distribution.
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iˆo sin θ
ICN
=ˆx, xǫ[0, 1] (2.11)
a + b = 1 (2.12)
ax+ b = ax+ (1− a) (2.13)
– Reverse recovery interval t ∈ [t2, t4]:
The current keeps increasing after the time t2, and the value finally
arrives at t3 with a peak value larger than the output current by IRR
as shown in (2.14), which is indicated as the reverse recovery current
and depends on rated value IrrN and output current. From t3 to t4, the
current decreases to output current value and keep the value during














(t− t1) , t ∈ [t2, t3]
IRR(IRR+Io)
t4−t3
(t− t3) , t ∈ [t3, t4]
(2.15)
With the same reason as stated above, parameters g, h, l and k are
selected to approximate the relationships between the rated values and
practical values, and they have the same reason as a and b. For ease
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of calculation, the voltage is roughly considered to be a constant value
in (2.16). Equation (2.17) is to describe the practical reverse recovery
time trr. The reverse recovery losses Prr igbt is derived in (2.18).













Vrrirrtrrdθ, t ∈ [t2, t4] (2.18)
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where, trrN are rated reverse recovery time.
– Turning off interval t ∈ [t8, t9]:
With similar analysis as presented previously, the switching off current
if , voltage Vf , and falling time tf are linearized in (2.20), (2.21) and
(2.22) respectively. The final switching off power loss is derived in
(2.23).
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if =
io
t9 − t8 (t− t9) , t ∈ [t8, t9] (2.20)













Vf if tfdθ , t ∈ [t8, t9] (2.23)










In all the equations above, a, b, c, d, l, h, g and k are parameters to
describe the differences between the practical values and rated values.
tfN , IrrN , and ICN are all rated values, which can be found from semi-
conductor manufactures’ data sheet. iˆo is the peak current through
the load. cosφ is the power factor and fs is the switching frequency.
Similar derivations can be also done for diode. Equations (2.10), (2.24)
and (2.19) are all the types of function
y = A+Bio + Ci
2
o, (2.25)
which is indicated in [15]. The simplified function (2.25) is used for
rough evaluation of energy dissipation of semiconductor devices for
industry application. The modelings in [20] [39] are very special cases
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of the above modeling derived. In the case with accuracy requirement,
the improved modeling derived is an available effective solution.
• Total Power Losses Distribution
The improved calculation derived above is carried out to investigate the
behavior of semiconductor losses. The distribution of the power losses for





































































































































(d) Reverse Recovery Loss.
Figure 2.8: Power Losses Distribution in 3L-HB.
where, IC and IF are the current flow through the IGBT and Diode respec-
tively. ICN and IFN are rated current for IGBT and Diode respectively.
From the derived equations, it can be also found that the power losses
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distribution has complex dependencies between the losses, device parame-
ters and operating conditions. The complex relationships are visualized in
Fig. 2.9. The conduction loss of the converter is related to both the mod-
ulation factor and the current flowing through the semiconductor device.
The switching loss is mainly reflected by the switching frequency and the
current flowing through the semiconductor device.
2.3.2 Transformer Power Losses Evaluations
In the case that converters have transformers inside, taking Fig. 2.10(a) and
Fig. 2.10(b) as examples, the power losses evaluation of transformer is also done.
A Dual Active Bridge (DAB) converter, shown in Fig. 2.10(a), including
two H-Bridges and a transformer. The first H-Bridge is connected to a primary
winding of the transformer and the second is connected to a secondary winding
of the transformer. It is a voltage H-Bridge converter and the H-Bridge topology
reduces the stress in each switch and achieves the flux balance in the transformer
for each switching cycle naturally. It is able to transfer power bidirectionally by
adjusting the phase shit between the primary and secondary H-Bridges [40] [41].
With the development of more and more research focusing on the DAB, the phase
shift controlled DAB converter, owning the nature of the modular power converter

























































(b) Relation between Switching Loss, Switching Frequency and
Output Peak Current.
Figure 2.9: Relations between Losses Distribution & Converter Variables.
structure, will become a promising configuration for PEBB. The different config-
urations described in [42] satisfy all the requirements of energy storage and load
conditions, and it is especially powerful in the DC or hybrid micro grid.
Fig. 2.10(b) is ICFFB, which is a front end converter for fuel cell system and
can afford low input current ripple, high voltage step up capability and isolation































































(b) Interleaved Current Fed Full Bridge Converter (ICFFB).
Figure 2.10: Schemes of Investigated Converter Topologies with Transformer. [2]
between sources and loads. There are two main heat sources in a transformer:
the load losses and the core losses.
The core loss, also called no-load loss, is caused by the magnetizing cur-
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rent needed to energize the core of the transformer. It exists on all energized
transformers and is independent of load. Because of the energy expended from
changing intensity and direction of magnetic flux in transformer, the energy ex-
pend by circulating currents induced within the core material.
Core loss occurs as a result of eddy currents in the ferrite material and
also as a result of moving around the non-linear B-H curve. Both of the loss
mechanisms increase with operating frequency (f) and peak to peak flux density
variation (B) as well as being dependant on operating temperature. The effects
of eddy current and hysteresis loss can be combined and plotted as a function
of f and B. Using the curves, an empirical equation can be developed to aid
calculation of the loss density:
Pv = m× Bα × fβ (2.26)
Fitting the curves to the equation gives the material loss coefficients. The derived
coefficients for some of the Kaschke ferrite materials at 100◦C are in Table 2.4.
For the coefficients here, Pv is measured in mW/cm3, B is in mT and f is
in kHz.
The Load loss is dependent on winding material and load. The energy is
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Table 2.4: Coefficients of the Kaschke Ferrite Materials @ 100◦C.
core material m α β maximum f
k2001 210e-9 2.53 1.43 700kHz
k2004 40e-9 2.08 1.31 100kHz
k2006 46e-9 2.00 1.26 400kHz
k2008 20e-9 2.16 1.23 1MHz
expended by load current in transformer windings having some resistance (I2R
losses). It treats Line Loss compensation (if needed) as if it’s part of transformer
load losses.
Winding loss can be approximated as rms losses. Use rms equations to
calculate the worst case rms current in the winding. The required winding cross-
sectional area can then be calculated by assuming a current density of around
5A/mm2. Higher current density than this will result in a less efficient winding
which runs hotter whilst a lower current density will increase efficiency but also
could increase the transformer size. For high frequency converters, the skin effect
must be taken into account when choosing the wire for your windings. At high
frequencies, the current tends to flow around the outside of a conductor which
increases its effective resistance.




Figure 2.11: Relation between Depth and Frequency.
In copper, the skin depth, δ, in mm can be calculated at a given frequency,
f , in Hz from Fig. 2.11.
To avoid increased winding loss, the maximum conductor diameter should
be limited to no more than twice the skin depth at the frequency your power
converter is running at. If current density considerations require a thicker wire,
consider using two or more parallel strands of wire.
For the converter in Fig. 2.10(b) and 2.10(a), the transformer is selected as
shown in Table 2.5. The power loss distributions are shown in Table 2.6.
Table 2.5: Transformer Specification.
1st Side Resistor (Ω) 2nd Side Resistor (Ω) Core Bmax (mT)
0.03 5.52 PM 114/93 200
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Table 2.6: Transformer Loss Distribution.
Input Power Input Voltage Power Factor Core Loss Load Loss
(W) (V) (W) (W)
ICFFB 1200 30 0.8 20 249
DAB 1200 30 0.8 172 125
2.4 Efficiency Comparisons and Result Discus-
sions
In PEBB applications, though many factors need to be balanced, power
losses evaluation is quite critical to decide the most suitable topology.
Different combinations of H-Bridge are available that satisfy complex re-
quirements and achieve high performance. Series connecting of H-Bridge is one
conventional solution, e.g. 5L-SCHB as shown in Fig. 2.1(c). The objective can
be also realized by using a split-wound coupled inductor within each inverter-leg
and using interleaved PWM switching of the upper and lower switches, e.g. 5L-
HB with coupled inductor as shown in Fig. 2.1(b). This topology differs from the
conventional scheme because coupled inductors are included inside the standard
modules using interleaved PWM rather than adding switching modules and AC
side inductors [43]. In this section, power losses distribution of the single phase
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5L-HB with Coupled Inductor and 5L-SCHB are investigated using the above
losses modeling derived.
The switching device is Infineon EUPEC standard series IGBT module
FF200R12KE3 and the specifications are listed in Table 2.7.
Table 2.7: Power Semiconductor Devices’ Specifications.
Variable Symbol (Unit) Value
rated current of IGBT ICN (A) 200
threshold voltage of IGBT VCEO (V) 0.5
voltage @ICN of IGBT VCEN (V) 2.15
threshold voltage of Diode VFO (V) 0.6
rated current of Diode IFN (A) 200
voltage @IFN of Diode VFN (V) 1.7
rising time trN (µs) 0.1
falling time tfN (µs) 0.18
reverse recovery time trrN (µs) 0.18
Applying the above derived power loss calculation process, the efficiency
comparison for these three converters under different load conditions are depicted
in Fig. 3.14.
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Figure 2.12: Efficiency Comparison of the three Converter Topologies under Different Load
Conditions.
The details of the total power losses distribution when the three converters


































Figure 2.13: Comparison of Power Loss Distribution among the three Different Topologies.
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From the aspect of power loss distribution and the efficiency, the 3L-HB is
the most suitable topology for the PEBB configuration system.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, a comprehensive power loss modeling is proposed, which
includes both conduction and switching losses of semiconductor devices as well
as the transformer’s power losses evaluation. It is helpful to observe the power
loss distribution in converters and effective to select best converter topology for




Modeling for PEBB-based Power
Stage
The objective of the chapter is to build a dynamic electro-thermal model
that can be simulated with the power electronic circuit simulator. It includes
a temperature dependent loss calculation of power semiconductors devices. The
proposed model is used to estimate the transient junction temperature of the
semiconductor devices. In so doing, the resulting junction temperature is used
to facilitate the power sharing between parallel connected converters. The use of
power cycling method based on junction temperature helps in increasing the over
all system efficiency and reliability of the system. This chapter will focus on the
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method of thermal modeling and discuss how the model can be used for different
converters, modulation techniques and devices.
3.1 Introduction
In distribution level micro grid, the load changes continuously and has a
large diversity. Hence the power system components are not always loaded with
full load. While distribution transformers and other power system components
are designed for the diversity factor, the question is how should power converters
in the system be designed. If a power converter is designed for the peak load rat-
ing, then most of the time the converter is operated at light load. The efficiency
of most power converter topology decreases at light load. Hence, a parallel com-
bination of power converter can be used. Converter of same rating or different
ratings can be connected in parallel so that only a small group of converter is
operated such that all operating converter work at near full load. The number
of parallel converters can also be chosen to increase redundancy and hence the
reliability of the system. In order to dynamically schedule the power sharing be-
tween converters to make best use of the thermal capability, we need to estimate
the junction temperature of the devices. It is difficult to measure the junction
temperature of the devices, hence we need to estimate the junction temperature
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dynamics using appropriate thermal models.
The operating temperatures of semiconductor devices have significant im-
pact on the long-term reliability of power electronics modules, thus, over-temperature
and power cycling are usually the main reasons that lead to power modules fail-










Figure 3.1: Typical Junction Temperature Profile of Semiconductor Device.
If the semiconductor device is continuously operated at a junction temper-
ature Tj higher than the allowed maximum temperature Tj max, there will be an
over-temperature failure. Since all the materials will expand and contract due to
temperature cycles, the semiconductor devices’ capability to withstand tempera-
ture cycles can be predicted as a function between the number N of temperature
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cycles [13], and the maximum change of IGBT junction temperature ∆Tj , as
shown in (3.1) [44].
N = 107 · e−0.05·△Tj (3.1)
It is noted that just the junction temperature Tj has no influence on the
lifetime. Thus, ∆Tj influences the reliability of semiconductor devices. If physical
stresses in the devices arising from of the ∆Tj are accumulated over long time,
the power cycling failures will occur.
Fig. 3.2 shows the established power cycling characteristics related to the
mean junction temperature Tm, the maximum change in junction temperature
∆Tj and power cycling limits N .
In this chapter, a Finite Element Method (FEM) derived Resistor-Capacitor
(RC) thermal network is proposed that can be coupled with the power electronic
simulation. Then the dynamics of the junction temperature can be estimated
as the operating conditions in power converter changes. This can facilitate the
power sharing between power converters. A scheme that does time sharing of load
can also be implemented using the junction temperature information generated
by the electro-thermal model.






































Figure 3.2: Semiconductor Power Cycling Result. [3]
This chapter is organized into five sections. The methodology of the pro-
posed dynamic electro-thermal model is analyzed in Section 3.2. The implemen-
tation of the model is detailed in Section 3.3, including the improved power losses
calculation and a comprehensive thermal model. The result discussions on the
model’s operation under different conditions and the conclusions are presented in
Section 3.4. All the contents in this chapter are summarized in Section 3.5.
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3.2 Methodology of the Proposed Dynamic Electro-
Thermal Model
In order to get a fairly accurate estimate of power loss distribution, the effect
of junction temperature on the on-state resistance of the power semiconductor
devices has to be considered. This requires a coupling between the thermal model
that estimates the junction temperature and the power electronic circuit model
that estimates the power losses. Such a coupling is possible when the thermal
model is derived analogous to the electrical circuit.
Fig. 3.3 proposes an implementation of dynamic electro-thermal coupling
solution. The pre-calculated output electrical conditions from the electrical mod-
ule are used to calculate the current and voltage waveforms. These data, together
with the information of switching devices, are sent to the power losses analysis
module. The theoretically obtained total power losses of the IGBT and Diode
are respectively fed into the equivalent thermal model to calculate the junction
temperature of the devices. Then, the obtained ∆Tj will be fed back to electric
circuit model, because most of the primary parameters of semiconductor devices
are strongly dependent on this temperature.
The proposed dynamic model computation is carried out with the algorithm




























Figure 3.3: Implementation of Dynamic Electro-thermal Coupling.
demonstrated in Fig. 3.4. In Fig. 3.4, [...]T is the transpose of the power loss
matrix. 110◦C and 125◦C are temperature limitations which can be decided for
particular device. If temperature is higher than 125◦C, the system will be shut
down immediately.
If the temperature is higher than 110◦C but lower than 125◦C, the device is
considered to be working under over-temperature and it needs over-temperature
controller to regulate the temperature. If the temperature is lower than 110◦C,
the device can work normally. The value of this temperature limitation can be
adjusted according to the specific case.
The single phase H-bridge as shown in Fig. 2.1(a) is used to illustrate the
dynamic electro-thermal model. H-bridge can be considered to be a basic power
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Figure 3.4: Flow Chart of Proposed Electro-thermal Modeling Algorithm.
electronic building block (PEBB) to build power converters that can be three-
phase and even multi-level. Thus, the method of modeling proposed here can be
extended to other converter topologies.
The proposed methodology gives the advantage of being able to integrate
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directly with the converter model and also includes full temperature dependency.
3.3 Implementation of the Proposed Electro-Thermal
Model
3.3.1 Improved Power Loss Distribution Modeling
According to the proposed electro-thermal modeling methodology depicted
in Fig. 3.3, before building a suitable thermal model, the power loss distribution
needs to be evaluated first.
As described in Fig. 3.4, the power loss modeling should include the effect
of temperature on the power losses in semiconductor. The on-state resistance in
the power loss models should be automatically updated when the temperature of
the thermal models is changed.
A number of solutions for evaluating the power loss of semiconductor de-
vices have been proposed in literature. One solution is to use the manufacturers’
data to calculate the power loss [15]. In case when both the operating current and
applied DC bus voltage are constant, the loss calculation can be done according
to the energy curve on the data sheet. Another possible solution to determine
the distributed power loss is to measure the switching behavior of the converter
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circuit. But this solution needs complex calculations, which is actually a ver-
ification process rather than a prediction of solution. It is also reported that
the switching losses generated during one sine half-wave are about identical to
the switching losses generated if an equivalent direct current is applied [16]-[18].
Empirical switch models were built by measuring losses under given voltage and
calculated using linear scaling. They consider constant switching frequency and
output peak current. However, this may not be suitable for applications where
the switching frequency and load current can vary. Hence the loss model need
to be able to calculate losses under varying operating condition. However, this
method used for power loss calculation is not a complete and a general solution.
There are several modeling methods to describe the temperature influence
on IGBT and Diode [45] [46]. The temperature change of the power devices
influences the physical parameters of semiconductor materials, such as intrinsic
concentration, carrier mobility, minority carrier lifetime. The physical models are
too complex and take a long time for simulation.
To simplify simulation, a reasonable approximation is proposed here. Since
all the parameters influenced by the temperature will eventually change the on-
state resistance of the semiconductor devices. The relation between the resistance
value and the temperature can be found to replace the complicated physical
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model. Equation (3.2) and (3.3) describe the relationship between the resistance
and temperature.
Ron diode = Ron diode@25◦C · (1 + ∆Tj
298
) (3.2)








It should be noted that the power factor is kept constant during the sim-
ulation process. Amplitude of the power loss can be controlled by changing the
output current, switching frequency and modulation index.
• The Influence of the Modulation Method
In [47], conduction losses and switching losses are calculated respectively.
The switching losses are calculated based using piece-wise linear model.
The conduction losses, in contrast, are directly dependent on modulation
function that is used for pulse-width modulation. Reference [47] only ex-
plores the power losses in converters under the typical sinusoidal modulation
working under continuous current mode (CCM). However, the concept can
be applied to other cases with different modulation function.
For example, in the case that sinusoidal wave modulation with an added
third harmonic. The modulation function M(θ) can be described as (3.4).
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Where, φ is the phase angle between the output current and voltage. If
the modulation index is M , the duty ratio D of IGBT can be expressed as
(3.5). Thus, complementarily, the Diode duty ratio is (1−D) as shown in
(3.6).










cos(θ + φ)− M3
2








cos(θ + φ) +
M3
2
cos 3(θ + φ) (3.6)
To calculate the conduction losses for IGBT and Diode, the duty ratio value
should be modified in the equation (3.7) and (3.8) respectively.













i2C ·D · dθ (3.7c)
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i2F · (1−D) · dθ (3.8c)
Where, IC ave and IC rms are the average and RMS current for IGBT re-
spectively. IF ave and IF rms are for the Diode. iˆo is the peak value of the
output sinusoidal current.
Thus, when the modulation function has additional third harmonic de-
scribed in (3.4), the conduction losses for IGBT and Diode can now be
derived as presented in (3.9) and (3.10) respectively.





























From (3.9) and (3.10), it becomes also obvious that the displacement angle
φ is another parameter for determining the conduction losses.
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• The influence of Semiconductor Devices
What should be noted here is that the above discussions are all based on the
silicon (Si) devices. Like any switching device, the Si IGBT has the trade-
off limitation between voltage and frequency. Higher voltage operation with
reasonable conduction losses requires very long minority carrier lifetimes,
which will result in long turn-off time with the associated higher turn-off
loss. State of the art Si IGBTs are available at 6.5kV [48]. However,
the turn-off loss resulting from the long turn-off time limits the practical
operating frequency of this device to a few hundred Hertz. At present,
large series connections and/ or elegant but complex multilevel topologies
are being used to mitigate the inherent voltage and frequency limitations of
silicon switches. Therefore, the capabilities of the switch have a significant
impact on the economic reality of effectively applying advanced techniques,
such as high voltage DC (HVDC) approaches.
Silicon Carbide (SiC) power semiconductor devices have been emerging as
alternatives for traditional Si devices because of its ability to operate at
temperatures as high as 450◦C for a short period of time [49]. For SiC power
devices, the positive feedback mechanism: increasing junction temperature
leads to more power losses and hence further increase in temperature, will
play a more critical role in power loss distribution. In the application where
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SiC semiconductor devices are used, the methodology proposed can be used
to estimate the junction temperature. All that should be modified is the
relation between the conduction resistance and junction temperature. As
an example, reference [50] provides one relationship between the conduction
resistance of a uniformly doped N-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layer as shown in
(3.11)
Ron Tj = Ron diode@300K · ( T
300
)2.4 (3.11)
3.3.2 Comprehensive Thermal Modeling
A simplified thermal RC network as shown in Fig. 3.5 has been used for
thermal analysis [51]. It can be integrated with the electric circuit for simulation
to estimate the dynamics of the junction temperature. The transient thermal
impedance provided by the manufacturer can be used to determine the RC net-
work parameters for the power loss flow path between junction and case. How-
ever, the thermal behavior of the PEBB system is not only determined by the
thermal impedance from junction to case Zjc, but also dependent on the thermal
impedance of the interface from case to heat sink Zch in addition to the heat
sink thermal impedance Zhs. If the thermal impedance from junction to ambi-
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ent can be measured in actual situation, then the equivalent RC network can be
obtained via curve-fitting. In [51] [52] [53], either the constant temperature of
the heat sink or constant thermal impedance of the heat sink is assumed in the
thermal analysis procedure. Such assumption will not work for a system operat-
ing at low switching frequency or low thermal cycling frequency. In applications
like Microgrids, where the load varies continuously, the thermal loading changes
continuously resulting in a varying power loss distribution. Such variations are
slower than the thermal time constant of the heat sink. Therefore an assumption
of constant heat sink temperature cannot be used for analyzing PEBB systems
used in micro grid applications.
Thus, a complete thermal modeling solution must consider not only the
component-level (IGBT, Diode, etc) and interface-level (solder, Direct Bonded
Copper (DBC), etc) thermal resistance, but also the heat sinks or other heat-
transfer components (such as thermal grease) used to transfer the dissipated heat
to the cooling medium, typically the ambient air or water.
In order to determine the RC network that models the thermal impedance
network from case to heat sink, a comprehensive thermal model is proposed and
derived as follows.
• Mathematical Modeling












Figure 3.5: Overall Thermal Network Model. k denotes variables for the kth semiconductor
switch, Ptotal is the total power loss, Zjc is the thermal impedance from junction to case, Zch
is the thermal impedance form case to heat sink, and Zhs is the heat sink thermal impedance.
The principle of thermal analysis using FEM is solving the governing partial
differential equations. It is necessary to define the geometry of the inves-
tigated power semiconductor devices in order to model the transient heat
conduction using FEM. Fig. 3.6(a) and Fig. 3.6(b) illustrate the top view
and side view of IGBT module SKW75GB176D mounted with a typical
DBC.
Mathematically, the heat diffusion for each layer can be modeled using
equation (3.12), where, T (m)means the temperature for m -th layer.
It should be noted that the parameter time scaling coefficient δts, thermal
conductivity km, specific heat capacity cm, & density ρm in different layers
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Figure 3.6: Structure View of IGBT Module SKW75GB176D with DBC. All the values are in
unit (mm).
must be modified using the physical characteristics shown in Table. 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Physical Parameters [1].
Layer δts k (W·m−1·K−1) ρ (kg·m3) c (J·kg−1·K−1)
I, III, V 1 400 8700 385
II, VI 1 50 9000 150
IV 1 27 3900 900
VII 1 163 2330 703
δtscmρm
∂T (m)(x, y, z, t)
∂t
−∇ · (km∇T (m)(x, y, z, t)) = Q,
m = I, II, ...,VII. (3.12)
The time-scaling coefficient δts is just a factor multiplied to the partial
differential equation (PDE). It is introduced to compare the resulting equa-
tions in COMSOL with our equation and this factor can make the model
more generic. Typically, it will be set as 1. If desired, the time scale can
be changed. For example, if it is expected to compute the problem with
hours as the internal time. Substitute t′ = t
parameter
, where t′ is the new
time in hours, and parameter is a scale factor 1
60·60
. Then the d
dt
will then
be (parameter · d
dt




the required internal time is in the unit of hours. Likewise, δts will be 1 ·103
for the requirement that the internal time is million second, and so on.
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To solve these PDE functions in different layers and thus obtain a unique
solution for the heat dissipation procedure, initial conditions and boundary
conditions must be analyzed first for the actual situation.
Since each interface between different layers are assumed to have an ideal
thermal contact, the necessary boundary conditions are analyzed as de-
scribed in (3.13) and (3.14).
T (m)(x, y, zl, t) = T
(m+1)(x, y, zl, t),
l = 1, 2, ..., 7;m = I, II, ...,VII. (3.13)
km
∂T (m)(x, y, z, t)
∂z
|z=zl = km+1
∂T (m+1)(x, y, z, t)
∂z
|z=zl,
l = 1, 2, ..., 7;m = I, II, ...,VII. (3.14)
For the boundaries with input heat flux, the surface boundary condition is
expressed as (3.15).
~n · (km∇T (m)(x, y, z, t)) = q0 + h(Tinf − T (m)(x, y, z, t)),
m = I, II, ...,VII. (3.15)
Where, ~n is the heat flux direction, Tinf is the external temperature, q0 and
h are inward heat flux and heat transfer coefficient respectively. If there
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is no heat flux in the boundary, q0 can be set as zero, which means the
boundary condition can now be expressed as (3.16).
~n · (km∇T (m)(x, y, z, t)) + h(T (m)(x, y, z, t)− Tinf) = 0 ,
m = I, II, ...,VII. (3.16)
• Solving Mathematical Model
A commercial finite-element solver, COMSOL 3.5a [1], was employed to
help to solve the above mathematical model.
Assuming PEBB with Fig.2.1(a) is operated with input voltage 400V, mod-
ulation index is 0.813, output peak current is 40A, switching frequency is
5kHz using the IGBT SKW75GB176D, the power loss calculation can be
calculated using the method proposed in Section 2.3, the power loss dis-
tributed is 17.95W on each IGBT and 13.98W on Diode. The efficiency
of the PEBB under such condition is 98%. The temperature profile of the
IGBT module is shown in Fig. 3.7.
Since the transient thermal impedance is defined as (3.17), the obtained
FEM temperature distribution result as shown in Fig. 3.7 can be post-
processed to derive the transient thermal impedance.
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Figure 3.7: Temperature Distribution for IGBT Module SKW75GB176D. The two IGBT chips






The transient thermal impedance curve describing Zjc, thermal impedance
from junction to case, for both IGBT and Diode can be calculated. Owing
to the symmetry of the IGBT module’s geometry, only one IGBT and Diode
are analyzed in the following. In (3.17), △T denotes the variation of tem-
perature and P denotes the power loss. The transient thermal impedance
from junction to case Zjc for IGBT chip and Diode chip post-processed in
COMSOL is depicted in Fig. 3.8.
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• Deriving RC Equivalent Network
The curves for thermal impedance Zjc can be fitted into series of exponential





































Figure 3.8: Transient Thermal Impedance for IGBT Chip and Diode Chip. The rated curves
are from manufacture’s Datasheet, and the curves via FEM are post-processed in COMSOL.
Applying Laplace transform to (3.18), the transfer function can be obtained
as shown in (3.19).
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Table 3.2: Parameters for the Transient Thermal Impedance Expression Depicted in (3.18),
which is the Thermal Impedance from Junction to Case Zjc, via Fitting the Curves in Fig. 3.8.
k = 4 i = 1 i = 2 i = 3 i = 4
Ri ( K·W−1 ) 0.2750 0.0710 0.0200 0.0010
COMSOL IGBT τi (s) 0.0300 0.0610 0.0010 0.0005
Solution Ri ( K·W−1 ) 0.3000 0.2000 0.0310 0.0035
(FEM) Diode τi (s) 0.0420 0.0726 0.0010 0.0230
Manufacture Ri ( K·W−1 ) 0.2700 0.0850 0.0210 0.0040
Data IGBT τi (s) 0.0393 0.0786 0.0014 0.0002
(Rated Ri ( K·W−1 ) 0.3600 0.1500 0.0360 0.0040







According to (3.19), the Foster RC network shown in Fig. 3.9, originally pro-
posed by R.R. Strickland in 1959 to investigate the thermal behavior [30],
can be used as a visualized solution. Such circuit representation for a ther-
mal system is actually motivated by an analogy between electrical trans-
mission and heat transfer procedure stated by Kirchoff’s theory [23]. The
equivalences of thermal system and electrical system can be described as
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Table 3.3: Equivalence between the Thermal Model and Electrical Model.
Thermal Variable (unit) Electrical Variable (unit)
Temperature, T ( K ) Voltage, U (V)
Heat Flow, P ( W ) Current, I (A)
Thermal Resistance, Rth ( K·W−1 ) Resistance, R ( Ω )









Figure 3.9: Foster RC Network. Taking IGBT1 (T1 in Fig. 2.1(a)) as an example, other IGBTs
and Diodes have the similar structure.
• Extending the RC Equivalent Network
According to Fig. 3.8, it can be found that curves of transient thermal
impedance Zjc is quite similar to the practical transient thermal impedance
provided by the manufactures. Thus, the approach to derive transient ther-
mal impedance curve using COMSOL has been verified effectively.
Using the same procedure, the transient thermal impedance from case to
ambient including the heat sink Zca can be derived. When the IGBT module
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analyzed above is mounted on a nonideal heat sink with natural air cooling,
such as DXC-573, the transient thermal impedance from case to ambient
Zca can be also obtained. Finally, a comprehensive thermal network is






R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
C1 C2 C4 C5 C6C3
Figure 3.10: Comprehensive RC Thermal Equivalent Circuit. Taking IGBT1 as an example,
other IGBTs and Diodes have the similar structure.
The extended thermal network not only has the advantage of FEM’s ac-
curacy but also has the RC network’s convenience. Most importantly, it
provides the thermal impedance from case to ambient in addition to the
junction to case. The parameters derived for Fig. 3.10 are listed in Ta-
ble 3.4.
Table 3.4: Parameters for the Transient Thermal Impedance Zja in Fig. 3.10. Take IGBT1 for
example, the Diode can be derived similarly. Tamb=300K.
i 1 2 3 4 5 6
Ri (K·W−1) 0.2750 0.0710 0.0200 0.0010 0.1840 0.1760
Ci (W·s·K−1) 0.1456 0.9247 0.0667 0.0500 0.4957 0.2585
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• Summarizing the Comprehensive Thermal Modeling
Fig. 3.11 illustrates the main steps analyzed above in the procedure to
develop a comprehensive and accurate thermal model using the FEM model
to determine the parameters of extended RC network. The thermal model
is finally combined with other electric models following the configuration














































Figure 3.11: Summary of the Comprehensive Thermal Modeling Procedure.
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3.4 Results Analysis and Conclusions
3.4.1 Temperature Prediction under Normal Operation
For the PEBB application, the following converters available for the con-
verter topology selections as discussed in [47], shown in Fig. 2.1(a), 2.1(c) and 2.1(b).
If the single phase H-bridge Fig. 2.1(a) is selected as the converter topology in
the PEBB design based on the efficiency result in Table ??. With the instanta-
neous error current correction method and cascaded proportional resonant voltage
controller in [4], two such PEBBs could be paralleled to facilitate the efficient op-
eration of islanding mode micro grid with high load and single PEBB works with
low load. The dynamic electro-thermal modeling can be applied to this system.
The simulations can be described in Fig. 3.12.
In the above conditions, the time behavior of the junction temperature is
shown in Fig. 3.13. The temperature of the IGBT is a bit higher than the diode,
thus its temperature is viewed as the worst case in order to design or select a
suitable heat sink.
Fig. 3.14 compares the temperatures with and without the proposed com-
prehensive model under difference current conditions. Refer to Fig. 3.14, the
temperature difference increases with the increasing in the output peak current.
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Figure 3.12: Output Current Sharing of the Paralleled Power Converter Modules.
As introduced in [4], PEBB parallel operation system posses high current handling
capability. Hence to operate the PEBBs always around the higher efficiency, the
proposed comprehensive thermal model will provide more accuracy under high
current condition.
In conclusion, an iterative algorithm is proposed to implement a dynamic
electro-thermal modeling in PEBB applications. To achieve requirement for the
modeling, an improved power loss distribution with temperature dependent self-
improvement ability and an effective RC thermal modeling are respectively pro-
posed to implement the modeling. One case simulation of the PEBB application
is done to verify the effectiveness of the modeling.
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Figure 3.13: Numerical Simulation of the Time Behavior of the Junction Temperatures of IGBT
1 and Diode 1.
3.4.2 Temperature Prediction in Short Circuit Conditions
Analysis of failures under short circuit conditions is especially important
and interesting to observe because under these conditions IGBTs are placed under
high voltage and high current density conditions.
According to [54]-[58], there are three possible failure mechanisms for semi-
conductor devices. Thermal mode failure is caused by thermal runaway of silicon
chip while electrical failure occurs when power dissipation of the silicon chip ex-
ceeds a critical level. IGBT latch-up is also an important mechanism of failure.
These two short circuit failure are caused because of the over temperature. Elec-
trical mode failure occurs when power dissipation in the chip is greater than 200


















Temp. difference = 16
Output current peak = 100A
Temp. difference = 1
Output current peak = 15A
Temp. difference = 5
Output current peak = 45A
Figure 3.14: Comparison Results of Temperature Predictions under Different Output Peak
Current Values. Taking IGBT1 as an example, (——) (–.–.–) (......) are for the temperature
curves without improved comprehensive thermal model. (——) (–.-△-.–) (... I ...) are for
the temperature curves with improved comprehensive thermal model.
kW/cm2.
In the first case as shown in Fig. 3.15, the IGBT able to turn off the short
circuit current, but due to a thermal runaway of the device as consequence of
the dissipated energy within in the short circuit pulse. It may happen many µs
after the event. There are two obvious phenomena in the short circuit current
behavior: the fast increasing of the current is due to the increase of the thermally
generated charge carriers and the decreasing voltage in the device is mainly due
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to a decrease of the surface mobility in the internal channel when the channel
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Figure 3.15: Temperature Prediction Comparison under Short Circuit Failure Mechanism 1:
with proposed thermal model and with data sheet provided by manufactures.Short circuit pulse
duration is 10 µs from 20µs to 30 µs. IGBT gate drive has the ability to turn off IGBT after
the short circuit pulse duration. Ambient temperature is 300 K.
The second case as shown in the Fig. 3.16 is that the device fails during
turning off the short circuit current. In both cases, the devices would fail due to
over-temperature.
Solutions for these two short circuit faults: on the one hand moderate short
circuit current levels as proposed for trench cells in a specific arrangement of
cell size, width and distance and on the other hand the design of latch-free cell












































Figure 3.16: Temperature Prediction Comparison under Short Circuit Failure Mechanism 2:
with proposed thermal model and with data sheet provided by manufactures. Short circuit
pulse duration is supposed to be 10 µs from 20µs to 30 µs. Device fails before the IGBT gate
drive turn off the IGBT. Ambient temperature is 300 K.
geometry, realized by a highly conductive P well adjusted on a sub-micron scale.
As for the third failure mode independent of the short circuit power dissipa-
tion as shown in Fig. 3.17, this kind of failure may happen-depending on the chip
design and short circuit conditions - after only few µs during the short circuit at
very moderate DC link voltages and also very moderate temperature. It is called
short circuit current failure mode. Main parameters to fix this type of current
failure on a level high enough for application relevant conditions are the doping
profile of the field stop layer as well as the backside emitter, the chip thickness
also has an influence.












































Figure 3.17: Temperature Prediction Comparison under Short Circuit Failure Mechanism 3:
with proposed thermal model and with data sheet provided by manufactures. Short circuit
pulse duration is supposed to be 10 µs from 20µs to 30 µs. During the short circuit pulse, the
generated temperature and voltage are still tolerable, however the current density of the chip
is quite high. Device fails during the short circuit pulse. Ambient temperature is 300 K.
According to Fig. 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17, no matter what type of short circuit
mechanism, the proposed comprehensive thermal model provides a conservative
prediction on the transient temperature during the short circuit load condition.
It will work for the further study on how the electric parameters influence the
short circuit capability.
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3.5 Summary
In this chapter, a dynamic electro-thermal methodology via the iterative al-
gorithm is proposed for PEBB application. There are mainly two contributions.
The first is an improved power loss modeling, which can improve the models au-
tomatically with the change of the temperature. The second is effective thermal
models coupled with electrical models to provide a fast temperature calculation.
Results are eventually presented to verify the effectiveness of the proposed mod-
eling method in an PEBB application.
The dynamic electro-thermal model posses the merit of FEM’s accuracy and
also makes use of the convenience of RC network considering the easy coupling
with electric circuit. It extends the existed RC network to more comprehensive
one, which is more accurate and more reasonable. Furthermore, the thermal
model can provide junction temperature predictions not only in normal operation




Application of PEBBs in Hybrid
Micro Grid
The application of PEBBs in hybrid micro grid is to connect numbers of
PEBBs with the AC or DC bus, group them together as a subsystem, and program
the subsystem to perform a certain power conversion between different loads and
sources. The objective of this chapter is to apply the above dynamic electro-
thermal model to the PEBB parallel operation system to fulfill the smart shifting
regarding to the efficiency improvement and temperature control.
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4.1 Introduction
Since PEBB can be packaged and paralleled to increase system power level
and the current carrying capability or reduce the input current and output voltage
ripple, the parallel operation of PEBBs is one of the connection problem for PEBB
connecting with the micro grid. The paralleled operation of PEBBs can be used
in reality to improve the system capacity and efficiency in high power micro
grid application. Furthermore, PEBB may experience different types of load
transients, such as load switching, sudden load changes, temporary or permanent
electric faults, etc. These lead to the overloading stresses and decreases durability
in the long run. This over current carrying ability issue can also be solved using
the dynamic electro-thermal model.
This chapter is organized in four sections. Section 4.2 describes the role
the dynamic electro-thermal model in PEBB applications regarding to the effi-
ciency and Section 4.3 presents the PEBBs operation scenarios with the model.
Section 4.4 summarizes the whole chapter.
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4.2 Roles of Dynamic Electro-Thermal Model-
ing in Parallel Operation of PEBBs
The existing solutions on converter paralleled operation focus on equal cur-
rent sharing among the converters. Various publications in the literature provide
methods for equal power distribution [60]-[64]. The power distributions among
paralleled PEBBs can be adjusted to improve the efficiency of the whole system
via considering the load condition and semiconductor devices’s junction temper-
ature.
For example, if two sets of PEBBs are operated as shown in Fig. 4.1 [4],
to evaluate the system efficiency, accurate theoretical power loss model of PEBB
proposed in Chapter 2 is needed to assist the system efficiency evaluation. Fur-
thermore, to determine the current sharing strategy among the two paralleled
PEBBs, real time junction temperature of switching devices is also needed.
Fig. 4.2 shows the theoretically estimated efficiency curves of single PEBB
and two paralleled PEBBs respectively using the power loss models proposed in
Chapter 2.
According to Fig. 4.2, for a system with two paralleled PEBBs, it is more
efficient to run only one module when load is under half of the peak.


































Light Load, single PEBB
Single PEBB Efficiency Curve
Paralleled PEBBs Efficiency Curve
Figure 4.2: Efficiency Curve of Single PEBB and Paralleled PEBBs.
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Figure 4.3: Rough Estimation of the One Day Load Profile of a Residential Micro Grid.
Thus, to improve the system efficiency, the system transfers from two paral-
leled PEBBs operation to single PEBB operation when the system is under light
load condition as in Fig. 4.3.
The idea of distributing power based on system efficiency can be applied to
micro grid with N paralleled PEBBs. For example, when the micro grid is not
operating at full load, running M (M < N) modules of the paralleled PEBBs





Looking at the estimation of a one day load profile for a residential dis-
tributed power system in Fig. 4.3 [4], the load is below half of the peak for the
majority of time. If the micro grid has two paralleled PEBBs, most of the time
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only one PEBB operates. Studies show that the power cycling mean time to
failure (MTTF) of an inverter decreases as the device junction temperature in-
creases [65]. To increase the life span of the paralleled PEBBs system, instead
of operating the same PEBB under light load condition continuously, the two
PEBBs will serve the islanding micro grid by turns when only one PEBB is re-
quired to operate.
4.3 Applications of Dynamic Electro-Thermal
Model in PEBBs Configuration System
4.3.1 Case Study of PEBBs Parallel Operation
Let the two PEBBs be operated following the dynamic power distribution
strategy that has been proposed in [4], the thermal behavior can be described in
Fig. 4.4, where the ∆Tj is a key result of the proposed dynamic electro-thermal
models, and it can be monitored to control the shifting of the two PEBBs for
increasing PEBB efficiency and the life time of semiconductor that is related to
the junction temperature. The results are shown in Fig. 4.5.
Furthermore, the ∆Tj result can also be output to find the power cycling
failures N if needed. The thermal profile of the system will effectively work for
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Figure 4.4: Thermal Behaviors When PEBB 1 & 2 Operate under Dynamic Power distribution
Strategy in [4].
the proposed time sharing scheme in [4]. The procedure to generate the thermal
profile can be summarized in Fig. 4.6.
4.3.2 Analysis on the Improvement of the Over Current
Carrying Ability
A PEBB may experience different types of load transients, such as electric
faults, load switching, etc. These may lead to overloading stresses and decrease
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Figure 4.5: Thermal Behaviors When PEBB 1 & 2 Operate under Dynamic Power distribution
Strategy in [4] with Dynamic Electro-Thermal Modeling.
durability in the long run. As pointed out in the previous studies [66]-[69], the
overload capability, delivering more power than steady-state maximum value for
a short period and improving the duration period with the proposed operation
strategies, has been an interesting research topic.
There have been numerous studies carried on the short circuit current analy-
sis, especially on the electrical machine and power system [70]-[72]. The electrical
rotating machines can face the fault current 4 to 10 times of the nominal cur-
rent. As for the short term fault issue, power system focuses on the short-circuit
fault detection determined by the network short-circuit impedance calculation,















































Figure 4.6: Process to Generate Thermal Behavior Profile from Dynamic Electro-Thermal
Modeling.
the thermal capability of overhead transmission line and its protection solution
with circuit breaker. The critical issue for this thermal rating problem are the am-
bient conditions, such as weather and wind speed, may cause significant behavior
changes to the thermal capacity of transmission lines [73][74].
Being similar to the electrical machine and power system transmission line,
the current carrying capacity of the semiconductor devices inside of a PEBB
operation system is also limited by the maximum temperature they can reach,
which is the junction temperature. The thermal resistance between the junction
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and the heat sink part is critical for the power dissipation, even for different
short circuit scenarios. The problem on short term over current carrying ability
in PEBB operation system is formulated as two questions. The first is to answer
how much overload the PEBB can handle, and the second is what factor affects
its overloading capability.
A. Analysis on the Short-Circuit Over Current in Short Period
The analysis on the short-circuit over current in short period is to evaluate
the effects of a short-time high current pulse on the devices. According to [75],
I2t is an expression related to the energy as a result of current flow, which is only
meaningful for adiabatic conditions. The I2t concept is very useful to deal with
the temperature-limit problems resulting from short-time high current situations.
The temperature elevation in conductor materials is result of the heat gen-
erated by the current flow and depends on the energy loss
∫
(i2r)dt. The I2t
concept is assuming that conductor resistance value r is constant and can be
removed from the integral expression and thus the solution for heat generated
could be (4.2).
It is important to evaluate not only the peak current, but the I2t value to
determine whether an upstream fuse, circuit breaker will trip during the overload-
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ing events [76]. The concept has actually been applied in the device selections.
For example, I2t withstand of a capacitor is applied to describe the thermal en-
ergy handling capabilities. Current-limiting let-through is used for selection of
fuse.
∫
i2r · dt=ˆr · I2t (4.2)
Book [5] presented a complete records on different short-time current pulses.
For the practical irregular waveform, it can be either subdivided into a number of
discrete time zones such that within each zone the current wave shape will closely
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Figure 4.7: Discrete Irregular Over Current into Reference Patterns Described in [5].
Taking typical single line to ground electric fault in the system with electric
machines as an example, the fault is like an RL circuit with a switch, parallel
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with predominant load, suddenly shut down [70]-[72].



















Figure 4.8: Symmetrical Current and Asymmetrical Fault Current.
The irregular asymmetrical fault current i(t, θ) waveform in Fig. 4.8 can be
generally decomposed to an AC symmetrical part isym and decaying aperiodic
DC offset part ioff as shown in (4.3) [77][78].
i(t, θ) = isym + ioff (4.3a)
isym =
√







where, θ is the phase angle of short circuit current symmetrical component,
which is the difference value between the fault started angle and the short circuit
power factor phase angle, f is the frequency of the AC voltage, R and L are the
system impedance for the short circuit.
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According to [79], the amount of heat transferred from semiconductor de-
vices outward to the heat sink or the ambient is small and the heat is almost
entirely in the device itself when electric faults are in a short period less than 5
sec. Thus, the I2t concept can be applied to investigate its over current capa-
bility. For practical purposes, it can be assumed that 100% of power losses are
consumed to increase the semiconductor devices’ temperature.




rived in (4.4) can be applied to evaluate the thermal stress during the protection
circuit/device’s fault clearing time. Equation (4.4) is a function related to the
fault starting angle, the ratio of R
L
, and the frequency. Fig. 4.9 presents exam-
ples with different specified values. It can also be found that this accumulated
power energy has extreme values during the original tens of milliseconds and is
proportional to the time after that.
If the current has a high frequency modulation, the high frequency com-
pared to the heat sink time constants results in low amplitude variation of the
temperature, hence the variation of the low amplitude in a short period is small
enough to be ignored [80]. The extreme accumulated power energy values can
be used to select appropriate protection devices, which are described in manufac-
ture’s data sheets.
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Figure 4.9: Accumulated Power Energy Cumulative Distribution Function in a Short Term.
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For the current with the low frequency load changing, which means a time
period of many seconds, minutes (e.g. electric vehicle’s acceleration), or even
hours (turn on or turn off of the inverter), the high amplitude variation of the
junction temperature will occur.
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For these situations, the dynamic electro-thermal model proposed by [81] is
applied to study the over loading capability in PEBBs operation system. Another
key reason to use the dynamic electro-thermal model is that it provides dynamic
thermal profile with variations of both the current and conductor devices resis-
tance. As mentioned above, the I2t concept is effective with two assumptions,
adiabatic condition and constant conductor devices resistance. In most of the
PEBB system operation scenarios, these two conditions are hard to be satisfied.
Furthermore, the power losses of the semiconductor switching devices are mainly
caused by the high frequency switching behaviors, the nature of the dynamic
electro-thermal determines that it can provide a comprehensive power losses and
thereafter an accurate thermal profile to assistant the over current analysis.
Although the analysis using the dynamic electro-thermal model can be ap-
plied for the analysis of the over current with general expressions, the simplified
current waveform is applied to illustrate how the dynamic electro-thermal model
can be used to improve the over current carrying ability in the following section.
B. Analysis of the Over Current Carrying Ability with Dynamic Electro-
Thermal Model
The methodology of the over current capability analysis using dynamic
electro-thermal model in PEBBs operation system is illustrated in Fig. 4.10. The
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dynamic electro-thermal model can monitor the real time junction temperature
inside the PEBBs operations system. Since power electronics devices can respond
very fast, the observation result is useful to provide an operation strategy to im-
prove the load switching in different PEBBs set. Fig. 4.10 presents an example
between two sets of PEBBs. The PEBB parallel system with improved operation
strategy will have the capability that the PEBB set, facing over loading situa-
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Figure 4.10: Methodology of the Over Current Capability Analysis using Dynamic Electro-
Thermal Model in PEBBs Operation System
In the equivalent dynamic electro-thermal model shown in Fig. 4.10, the
power losses value is input as the current source. With the dynamic electro-
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thermal model, the temperature can be predicted and the PEBB operation strat-
egy can be improved to enhance the over current carrying ability.
As analyzed above, this over current carrying ability has been formulated
into two questions, how much overload the PEBB can be handled, and what
factor affects its overloading capability.
In the PEBBs operation system, the selected converter originally operates in
normal condition, initial state, with the working current I1 as shown in Fig. 4.11,
and the temperature has arrived at a steady state T (t1) = T1. This original
temperature has been kept until time t = t1, and then the load increases to the
current value: Ix = x × I1 . The temperature will increase and finally reach

















Figure 4.11: Temperature Analysis with Comparisons between Different Operation Strategies
It has been expected that the achieved temperature Tn ≤ Tmax, Tmax is the
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maximum allowed operation temperature. Otherwise, we hope the load increasing
process will stop before arriving the steady state Tss, which means the time
duration for the current increasing procedure (tx − t1) satisfy Tx ≤ Tmax.




T1 , 0 ≤ t ≤ t1
Tss + (T1 − Tss)e
−
(t− t1)
τ , t1 < t ≤ tn.
(4.5)
If Tss ≤ Tmax, the load can keep increasing until nIn and the converter
always runs at the safe situation. If Tss > Tmax, over loading scenario, it is
necessary to investigate the over current carrying ability, whether the maximum
temperature reached Tnx should have been less than the allowable maximum
temperature Tmax and how long the current rise process can last.
The maximum temperature reached Tx is expressed in (4.6), so the the
thermal overload duration △tx can be derived.
Tx = (T1 − Tss)e
−
∆tx
τ + Tss (4.6)
∆tx = tx − t1 = lnTx − Tss
T1 − Tss (−τ) (4.7)
From Fig. 4.11, the critical boundary condition can be obtain by (4.8).
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Tb = (1− 3%)Tss = (T1 − Tss)e
−
tb − t1
τ + Tss (4.8)
Tss = Tmax (4.9)
∆tb = tb − t1 = ln−3%Tmax
T1 − Tmax (−τ) (4.10)






Since the critical boundary condition satisfies ∆tb = ∆tx + tcl, equation
(4.12) can be derived to describe how much the maximum overload temperature
Tx can be achieved. Table 4.1 describes the relationship between the maximum
arriving temperature Tx with the influence factors, initial temperature T1 and




ln(Tss − Tx)− ln(Tss − T1)
ln(3%Tmax)− ln(Tmax − T1) (4.12)
From Table 4.1, it is obvious the higher the load transient, the shorter will
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Table 4.1: Relationship between maximum arriving temperature Tx and initial temperature T1,
over current duration time ∆tb. (Tmax = 60
◦C)
Steady State T1 = 50











60 58.19 1 58.19 1
70 65.92 0.927 66.94 0.95
80 73.2 0.866 75.34 0.89
90 80.08 0.814 83.46 0.84
100 86.59 0.78 91.5 0.817
110 92.76 0.73 99.23 0.78
120 98.63 0.69 106.7 0.74
be the duration of the over current carrying period. Also, the maximum arriving
temperature Tx can be larger than the allowable maximum Tmax because the
cooling period exists when the converter is operated with the above mentioned
parallel operation strategy.
Let Tx = Tmax(1− 3%) get the boundary duration period ∆t′. The ratio λ
between this boundary duration time and the expanded duration time for carrying
the over current can be described as (4.13), which has been described in Table. 4.2.
The expanded over current duration is influenced by the supposed maximum
temperature and the initial temperature.





ln(Tss − Tx)− ln(Tss − T1)
ln(97%Tss − Tmax)− ln(Tss − T1) (4.13)
Table 4.2: Relation between the expanded over current carrying duration and arriving temper-
ature Tx. (Tmax = 60




◦C) 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
Maximum Overload
Temperature Tx(
◦C) 58.19 66.94 75.34 83.46 91.5 99.23 106.7
The Expanded
Ratio λ 1 2.45 3.94 4.50 5.41 6.22 6.95
Fig. 4.12 demonstrates how the over current duration is influenced by the
factors including supposed maximum temperature and initial temperature. The
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Figure 4.12: Influences of Supposed Maximum Temperature and Initial Temperature
For the PEBB system with different operation strategies, the methodology
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in Fig. 4.10 and the analysis method can also be applied.
4.4 Summary
The improved parallel operation of PEBBs can be implemented from two
aspects. Firstly estimating the load condition to judge the efficiency of the PEBB
and then decide how many PEBB should be operated connecting with the micro
grid. In the meantime the real time junction temperature is measured for shifting
operation between all the PEBBs connected with the micro grid.
Parallel operation of PEBB has two obvious advantage. The first one is
that the paralleled PEBBs can produce a high quality voltage supplying to the
load with evenly distributed power when micro grid is operated with high load.
The second is that the power distribution based on the junction temperature can
increase the PEBB converter utilization and extend the life time of switching
devices by shifting the paralleled PEBBs, when micro grid is operated under low
load. Furthermore, the over current carrying ability can obviously be improved.
Different over current situations in the PEBBs operation system are ana-
lyzed. As for the high frequency short-circuit fault current, the cumulative energy
function i2(t, θ) is useful to studied the over current carrying ability and thus help
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to provide relative protection devices. The extreme values are related to the fault
starting time and power factor values, and can be found using extreme value
theory if needed. Regarding to the low frequency load switching behaviors, the
dynamic electro-thermal model is applied to predict the junction temperature






Fig. 5.1 highlights the research scope and recommendations for future work.
The core of the research lies in modeling, analysis, and simulations of the PEBB
dynamic electro-thermal model. All the modeling methodologies, analysis, and
simulation algorithms proposed use MATLAB/ Simulink and multi physics soft-
ware COMSOL to realize. These theoretical framework and supporting tool have
been thoroughly verified together with Manufacture datasheets or IEEE Stan-
dards during the developing. This model is proved to possess the the accuracy
of Finite Element Method and also makes use of the convenience of RC network
considering the easy coupling with electric circuit.
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The dynamic electro-thermal model developed can be used in many appli-
cations, which is especially applied in an intelligently scheduled PEBBs parallel
operation system connected in micro grid. The results well prove the significance
and effectiveness of the dynamic electro-thermal modeling for the intelligent op-














































Figure 5.1: Spectrum of Research.
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5.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, a dynamic electro-thermal modeling is proposed to fulfil
PEBBs parallel operation in connecting with micro grid and electrical power
system.
Firstly, the converter selection is the original requirement to design a set
of PEBB. Power loss distribution modeling of semiconductor devices is proposed
and built to find the most suitable converter topology from the aspect of efficiency
view. An analytical power loss distribution method is explored, since the power
losses generated in semiconductor devices are the heat source of the PEBB mod-
ule. The proposed method is useful for investigating the converter circuits and
it is easy to observe the relationship between the losses and device parameters.
The result can be used for selecting suitable converter topology for PEBB appli-
cations. Furthermore, the generated efficiency profile can be applied to assistant
the intelligent scheduling for the parallel PEBB operation systems.
Secondly, a dynamic electro-thermal model is built including a temperature
dependent loss calculation of power semiconductors devices. The proposed model
is used to estimate the transient junction temperature of the semiconductor de-
vices, and the resulting junction temperature can be used to facilitate the smart
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power sharing between parallel connected converters. The use of power cycling
method based on junction temperature helps in increasing the over all system
efficiency and reliability of the system. There are mainly two contributions. The
first is an improved power loss distribution modeling, which has temperature
dependent self-improvement ability. The second is effective thermal models pro-
viding a fast temperature calculation. Results are eventually presented to verify
the effectiveness of the proposed modeling method in the PEBB application, in
both normal and short circuit operations.
Finally, the dynamic electro-thermal model is applied to two parallel PEBB
application scenarios. That is to improve the parallel PEBB operation in hybrid
micro grid system from the aspect of improving system overall efficiency and over
current carrying capability. The analysis and discussion is based on the proposed
dynamic electrical-thermal modeling and it is proved to be helpful for the PEBB
application.
5.2 Recommendations for Future Works
In this thesis, a dynamic electro-thermal model has been proposed and
applied in improving PEBB parallel operation in hybrid micro grid. In order to
further develop the electro-thermal model and the research work, it should be
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able to take care of the following issues,
• Changing of the Switching Device Properties from Silicon (Si)to Silicon
Carbon(SiC)
Silicon Carbide (SiC) power semiconductor devices have been emerging as
alternatives for traditional Si devices. Study on Sic is of great potential.
Sic semiconductor device can handle much higher power than silicon and
gallium arsenide power devices, due to its superior material properties, in-
cluding high critical electrical field, high electron saturation velocity, and
high thermal conductivity. Despite the high thermal conductivity of the
material, Sic power devices may suffer from severe self-heating when oper-
ating at very high power levels.
Thus, the electro-thermal properties may induce more interesting problems
under future investigation.
• Temperature Control in the Scheduling of PEBB Converters.
To improve the whole system’s reliability regarding the thermal stress and
also guarantee efficiency, an optimal thermal control techniques with trade-
off between the temperature and efficiency can also be investigated in future
development, which can make it feasible to regulate the steady state and
transient electro-thermal-mechanical stress in power electronic modules.
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Since PEBBs are the interface between the electrical power system and the
micro grid, they will be operated under two different mode. One is isolated
mode and another is the grid-connected mode.
The suggested optimal temperature control strategy may includes two con-
troller, efficiency controller and temperature controller. The objective of
the efficiency controller is to improve the whole system’s efficiency. Thus,
it is designed regarding the efficiency curves. The temperature controller
aims to balance the thermal stress for each paralleled PEBB.






































Figure 5.2: Methodology of the Suggested Optimal Operation Strategy.
Due to the time constraints, this thesis did not dig into too much on this
issue. According to this thesis’s work, it is possible to obtain optimal uti-
lization of the semiconductor die while simultaneously reduce thermal- me-
chanical stresses, thus leading to an expected increase in the reliability of
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